AGENDA
Irving Convention and Visitors Bureau Board of Directors
Board Development Committee
Tuesday, June 5, 2018 at 9:00 a.m.
Irving Convention Center – First Floor Boardroom
Irving, Texas 75039
NOTE: A possible quorum of the Irving Convention and Visitors Bureau Board of Directors may be
present at this committee meeting.

1. Update on 2018-21 Strategic Planning Process
2. Review of Governance Report
3. Website Board Portal Overview
4. Approval of March 16, 2018 Minutes
5. Next Meeting – September 14, 2018
a.

2019 Legislative Session – ICVB Board Legislative Agenda

b.

Upcoming Board Appointment Process

CERTIFICATION
I, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that this notice of meeting was posted on the kiosk at City Hall of the City of Irving,
Texas, a place readily accessible to the general public at all times, and said notice was posted by the following date and time:
____________________ at __________ and remained so posted at least 72 hours before said meeting convened.
_________________________________________
Deputy Clerk, City Secretary’s Office
This meeting can be adjourned and reconvened, if necessary, the following regular business day.
Any item on this posted agenda could be discussed in executive session as long as it is within one of the permitted categories
under sections 551.071 through 551.076 and section 551.087 of the Texas government code.
This facility is physically accessible and parking spaces for the disabled are available. Accommodations for people with
disabilities are available upon request. Requests for accommodations must be made 48 hours prior to the meeting. Contact the
City Secretary’s Office at 972-721-2493 or Relay Texas at 7-1-1 or 1-800-735-2988.

June 1, 2018
TO:

ICVB Board Development Committee

FR:

Maura Allen Gast, FCDME

RE:

Governance Review Report

The 2015-18 Irving Convention and Visitors Bureau Strategic Plan included this statement as a primary objective
for the Board Development Committee, which has served as the “Task Force” noted:
Create a Task Force to analyze the best possible structure and focus for Irving’s CVB.
o Review successful (and unsuccessful) models around the country.
o Keep current employee benefits in mind in any pro forma.
These are the scenarios that were reviewed: Local Government Corporation/Authority (LGC) and a 501(c)6
structure, such as the Irving-Las Colinas Chamber’s. The baseline scenario is that of the current structure today
– a department of city government that reports to a City Council-appointed Board of Directors.
For historic perspective, past reviews of the Irving organizational structure primarily have occurred reactively,
and primarily in response to brewing political situations. This has been the first time we have had the luxury of
analyzing the details with openness and the easy cooperation of all those whose assistance we have needed.
My efforts in the past typically have had to be conducted out of sight, singularly by me in coordination with our
board chair at the time, often as we awaited the outcome of a charter election.
I want to acknowledge the hard work, patience and persistence of Mike Zumbaugh, our VP/Finance &
Administration, who has taken on the lion’s share of the review and research detail for this report. It has been a
primary focus of his for the past 18 months or so. I also appreciate the assistance we have received from the
City Attorney’s Office, particularly Christina Weber and Karen Brophy, for their work with Mike on this. Upon
review of the Charter, the City Attorney’s Office has indicated a charter election would be needed in order to
change our structure. This adds a key timing element to any conversation about change.
At every internal and external meeting we conducted as part of this review, I repeatedly have made the
statement that this process is about the study of various organizational structures, and that there has been no
decision made to “go private.” The perception that a decision was already made has nonetheless existed,
causing considerable angst and concern (and rightly so), particularly for our staff. While I have done my best to
calm those fears, they are nonetheless present, and I want to make sure you are aware of that. I’ve shared that
I am wearing two hats throughout this process – one is a very personal and selfish hat, that of my own
employment, retirement, insurance, etc.; and the other being the one you’ve charged me with wearing, which is

what is best for the organization. Part of that second hat also requires me to put on the perspective of my
eventual successors, and the board’s ability to successfully recruit the right candidates to next lead this
organization.
Human factors critical to this process include:
• Keeping our employees
• Keeping tenure/vesting status and protecting those employees close to vesting with TMRS
• Maintaining – or improving – current benefits
• Maintaining – or improving – retirement plan and its security; including protecting current TMRS
investments
In addition to the human factors, there are a couple of other key elements that I would want to be assured of
with any change to our organizational structure:
• Continued authority and responsibility for the convention center
• Same percentage (or more) of the hotel occupancy tax with which to operate
• Long-term contract (if a 501(c)6 were to be considered)
• The CVB keeps its current Cash balances and its reserve funds
• The CVB keeps its existing assets, equipment, etc. (These remain City property, but we are not forced to
go out and buy new furniture, computers, etc.)
• The CVB pays no rent for our offices at the convention center as is the current situation (although we do
pay for the building’s operations instead)
With any change, it would be critical to recognize we are still entrusted with public funds; transparency and
integrity must remain top of mind for all policies and procedures. A different structure may not require us to be
subject to Open Records Requests, but it would be my priority to make sure we continue to operate in full
transparency and that we would always be willing to provide the information requested, provided it did not
compromise our ability to operate and compete, nor our clients’ rights. We would also continue to be subject to
the same legal uses of the hotel occupancy tax, regardless of how we are structured.
I have no desire to see this organization shift into a “Membership” structure as a result of any change. A
membership mindset forces you to serve only those who choose to write you a check, and I believe that is a
tremendous disservice to our clients and to our community. I do not believe outside revenues would be there to
allow a membership structure to pay for itself. And I do not believe our current structure prevents us from
being able to generate other revenues, just that regardless of structure, those revenue opportunities are limited
(outside of a legislative structure such as a Tourism Improvement District).
A key element for consideration of a change in structure is about the Board itself, and how appointments occur.
Today, that is a process directed and controlled by the City Council; that likely would be the same under an LGC.
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The big variable here would be how that might look within a 501(c)6 structure – a negotiating term within the
contract likely would be board composition, and the City Council could determine they want to maintain control
of that process because of the convention center responsibility and the use of hotel occupancy taxes. This
committee has had prior discussion about the process and how it might be improved from the board’s
perspective. But if that is the primary case to be made for a change in structure, then we are better served for
the Board to have a purposeful, respectful and focused conversation with the City Council about how to make
the process better, rather than to re-invent the organization to serve that purpose.
We have a very unique situation here in Irving in our structure, which I somewhat fondly refer to as a
“Frankenstein.” There are days when I am quite certain that no one in their right mind would have ever
intentionally built something like this. But there are more days when I realize that as unique as this structure is
compared to the majority of my peers, it is a structure that has worked well for 45 years now. And when it
hasn’t worked, it comes down to two things each and every time: people and politics. As we have gone through
this process, the most clarity comes from that “people and politics” awareness. Regardless of our structure, the
things that can and will interfere will always come down to people and politics. Three percent of our peers are
structured as part of government; the largest portion of the remainder (94%) are primarily structured as some
form of independent not-for-profit. And regardless of that, structure has never protected any Convention and
Visitors Bureau from people and politics.
The ability to recruit the right candidate to (eventually) succeed me is not so simply summarized as people and
politics, although those will remain critical. It was intentional that we conduct this governance study as we were
also conducting the compensation study. The charter designates the right to establish compensation levels as
part of this board’s responsibilities, separate and distinct from that of the City Manager. And to his credit, Chris
Hillman has been extremely supportive, respectful and cooperative through this governance review, and of our
salary survey process. He respects the board’s role and rights, and that is a distinct plus which goes a long way
in minimizing the “people and politics” issues that could impact hiring the right candidate.
The right candidates will be interested in this job if: the destination is focused and has the support of its board
and community to support visitor growth; if the organization budget is sufficient to do what needs to be done,
and to accomplish any miracles expected to accomplish; the structure allows the organization to do what needs
to be done and to accomplish the miracles; and if the salary and benefits are competitive. Ultimately, these
elements are within the board’s authority to direct. The salary structure has been a sticking point in the past,
and is a key factor in the weighing of the various options. It should not be as much of an issue going forward,
pending the Board’s direction at the completion of the compensation study process.
With all that said, I am NOT recommending any changes be made to our operating structure. While it is unusual
and occasionally clunky, it has served this community well for many years. The majority of the elements that
could benefit from adjustment primarily are within the board’s power and authority to adjust, and it is my
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recommendation that we deal with them in that way. Equally importantly, if not more so, the disruption that
any change would cause to the personnel in this organization at this time just can’t be overlooked. And finally,
the interpretation from the City Attorney’s Office that a Charter Election would be necessary to implement any
change in our structure, definitely changes how the organization would want to approach the issue in the future.
The following provides an overview of the issues associated with each of the items that were established as the
checklist for this process, broken down into two categories: Human/Personnel Issues and Operational/Business.
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Human/Personnel
Employee Status
•

Consideration of the option to “buy back” any CVB employees who may be nearing a key vesting date with the
city, so that they will be willing to remain with the bureau in a new structure, but allowing the employee to
remain on the city’s system.
o Discussions would need to be held with the City regarding the parameters of this process. For either
governance model, the option to remain within the City for a specified amount of time would be crucial
to assist employees during the transition. This would become a item for negotiation in either structure;
if a “buy back” option is a possibility, it would ultimately come down to a budgetary decision for the
transition per the board’s direction. The assumption is that we would establish a fixed period of time
that we would consider, in order to allow employees near the city’s vesting date (five years) to complete
that vesting. San Antonio was able to do this.

•

Work with employees who will not want to leave city employment, and for whom we would help place
elsewhere in the city, but there would be no guarantees.
o With San Antonio’s transition, approximately one-third of their staff opted to find a position elsewhere
in the city. That one-third ratio is likely representative of the positions on the ICVB staff that potentially
could find similar roles elsewhere in the City, were any positions available.

Employee Benefits
•

Impact on employees of insurance cost & benefit changes, since the CVB would no longer have the “buying
power” of a company of 2,000 enrollees and our budget capacity to absorb an increase would be limited.
o LGC: It would be up to the City Council to determine if it would allow LGC employees to be eligible for
the city’s insurance.
o 501(c)6: The CVB would be responsible for creating its own benefit package, and would evaluate various
“pool” options such as those available through Chambers of Commerce, Society of Association
Executives, etc. Preliminary research indicates that the ICVB’s expenditures potentially could remain at
a similar level, depending on the pool ultimately chosen. If expenses for the CVB would ultimately be
higher, this would come down to Board priorities and budget capacities.
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•

Determine if there is an operating structure that could be established which would allow continuation as a TMRS
participant.
o If not TMRS eligible, establish a retirement plan for employees to contribute to, and determine rate of
CVB contribution. “Rollover” of vacation and sick leave benefits and establishment of any new structure
i.e., PTO bank, different accrual rates, etc.
o LGC: Employees likely would be able to remain within TMRS. (NOTE: We are still awaiting a final
response from TMRS regarding this.)
o

•

•

501(c)(6): Employees would NOT be able to remain within TMRS, and new health insurances would
be obtained. Employees that choose to stay with the new organization would in essence “retire”
from TMRS, although they would not be obligated to actually utilize their retirement benefits, unless
they individually chose to. It would be the same situation for any employee in the current
organization who leaves his or her ICVB job and goes to work elsewhere with a different retirement
benefit.

City employees do not participate in Social Security, and instead have a different option available through a
Supplemental Benefit Plan.
o LGC: This may remain an option, pending City Council direction.
o 501(c)6: Employees would be enrolled in Social Security.
Other programs to consider establishing for employees such as FSA, HRA/HSA, Education Assistance, etc.
o In either structure, this would come down to Board priorities and budget capacities.

Employee Compensation
•

•
•

There are other “additional pay” items to consider when setting new salary structure. Do these remain, or get
rolled into a new base salary? (bilingual, longevity, I-Win, sick leave bonus)
o Governance model would not affect this item differently. In either structure, this would come down to
Board priorities and budget capacities.
Worker’s Compensation Insurance
o Governance model would not affect this item differently.
Develop Personnel Policies
o Governance model would not affect this item differently.
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Operational/Business
Corporate Structure
•
•

Determine best organizational structure
Determine if any City of Irving ordinance is necessary to achieve separation.
o A charter amendment would be necessary for either model. The ordinance would be changed, assuming the
results of a charter election; any other documents needed as a result of the structure decision would need
to be created, and legal costs would be associated with same.

Separation Agreement
•

•
•
•
•

Determine costs associated with separation and prepare budget considerations for Board/Council.
o Governance model would not affect these items differently. If there is a decision made to change
structures, there will be legal costs incurred, as the City’s attorneys would no longer be able to
represent us. There will also be costs incurred with a Charter Election; whether or not we would be
responsible for those costs will ultimately be a decision of the City Council. There would be legal costs
likely with the transfer of any existing contracts currently with the City that would need to be changed
over to the CVB.
Negotiation of administrative fees, including percentage level and what services will be provided for those
charges.
o Governance model would not affect this item differently. This would be an item for negotiation.
Allows official transfer to ICVB all assets previously paid for by the CVB’s portion of the hotel tax.
o Governance model would not affect this item differently. This would be an item for negotiation.
Allows the CVB to keep its current Cash balances
o Governance model would not affect this item differently. This would be an item for negotiation.
Allows for access to old accounting data
o Governance model would not affect this item differently. This would be an item for negotiation.

Ongoing Funding/Operations Contract
•
•
•
•
•

Stabilizes the bureau’s funding at the existing percentage (or greater) of hotel tax collections
Provides roll-over capabilities with automatic renewals
Sets forth mutually agreeable City oversight, performance measures & reporting requirements
Provides continued use of office space at no charge
CVB defined as “lead agency” for visitor-oriented/tourism development, allowing continued responsibility for
convention center and/or other resulting facility or tourism development efforts.
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o

Governance model would not affect these items differently. Each of these would be items for negotiation in
either structure.

Policies & Procedures
•
•

Develop accounting policies and procedures for purchasing and financial practices, as well as others.
o Any policies and procedures established would be approved by the board, regardless of the structure. The
LGC structure may also require City Council approval of these, which would be subject to negotiation.
Verify if future contracts would be subject to Forms 1295 & TGC2270, as well as any other city purchasing
requirements such as $50K council review, etc.
o Neither governance model necessarily would require us to follow City purchasing requirements; however,
these would be subject to negotiations. It would be assumed that the Board would establish certain
parameters for which contracts would need to come forward through the Board for action.

Board of Directors
•
•

Board structure and by-laws will determine framework of board meetings.
Negotiate a board structure that allows appropriate Council influence and accountability.
o LGC: Council would choose board members.
o 501(c)(6): ICVB would potentially choose its own board members; however, this would be subject to
negotiation.

Tasks that would need to be completed with any structural change
•

•
•
•
•

Contracts & leases
o Items currently under the city’s name, but for which the Bureau is directly responsible will need to be reestablished in the Bureau’s name.
 Regardless of the organizational structure, legal fees would be anticipated with this.
o Potential change in rates within existing and/or future contracts due to change in governmental status.
 Regardless of the organizational structure, legal fees would be anticipated with this. There then
could also be budgetary implications.
Establish contract between the new organization and its CEO.
o Regardless of the organizational structure, some legal fees would be anticipated with this.
Banks will/may need to be changed; certainly accounts.
Determine how/if Open Records requests need to be handled.
o LGC: Still subject to open records.
o 501(c)(6): Potentially not subject to open records. Would need legal review.
Budget implications with changes in sales tax exemption
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o
o
•

•

•
•

•

•

LGC: Exempt from Sales Tax.
501(c)(6): Not exempt from Sales Tax.

Outside counsel, external audit, human resources, insurance provider, etc.
o We would anticipate an annual retainer with a lawyer/law firm, the costs associated with an annual
audit, the outsourcing of payroll processes, the hiring of an HR professional staff member, and any fees
associated with an insurance provider.
Potential Administrative Fee change
o Regardless of organizational structure, this would be an item for negotiation. While it could be assumed
that the current 4% would be reduced if we are no longer receiving the city services it currently funds,
that is certainly not a guarantee.
Some new software systems or online service costs for items like payroll, HR, etc.
o Regardless of the organizational structure, there would be financial implications with all of these.
Some training in financial and accounting policies and procedures for new practices (vs. current governmental
accounting) may be needed for administrative personnel.
o Regardless of organizational structure, this would be required although costs should be minimal and
short-term.
Acquire general liability insurance, property insurance, etc.
o Regardless of organizational structure, this would be required. The City is self-insured, and the Bureau
budget carries its share of these obligations, but there likely would be increases in cost.
Determination of any additional staffing needs (vs. what can be out-sourced) or reduced staffing.
o Regardless of organizational structure, some functions could be outsourced (such as payroll processing);
however, as noted above, we would recommend adding a human resources professional to the staff.

Board Liability
In an alternative structure, considerations must be given as to whether the board would be additionally legally liable
(and thus subject to suit) for their actions. The federal Volunteer Protection Act (1997) limits the personal liability of
non-profit directors (and applies to governmental entities as well), provided they are: not compensated for their board
service; acting within the scope of their board responsibilities; and not engaging in criminal or reckless misconduct.
•

LGC: Board falls under City authority and therefore remains under the same protections.

•

501(c)(6): The CVB would provide Director & Officers insurance.
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Governance Review Resources
Karen Jordan - Governance Study, performed in 2004 for the ICVB
Bill Geist - American CVB Governance Models, performed in 2005 for the ICVB
Steve DeLaHaya, San Antonio CVB - February 10, 2017
DT Minich, Kissimmee CVB - March 24, 2017
Waco CC/CVB Report, JLL Analysis - August 2017
ICVB Departmental Meetings to review staff questions and concerns
Executive Team – May 11, 2018
Marketing & Communications – May 14, 2018
Sales & Services – May 22, 2018
Finance & Administration – May 30, 2018
2017 Destinations International Organization & Financial Profile survey
Organizational Structure
Chamber of Commerce (Division of)
State/Regional/Provincial Government Agency
City/County Government Agency
Private/Public Sector Non-Profit
Corporation/LLC/Joint Venture
Other

621
respondents
1%
1%
2%
94%
1%
2%

SOUIRCE: 2017 Organizational & Financial Profile Survey by Destinations International
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IRVING CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU
MINUTES – BOARD DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
THE LAS COLINAS ASSOCIATION
Friday, March 16, 2018
Those present for the meeting were: Committee Chair Debbi Haacke, Committee Vice Chair Karen
Cooperstein, Bob Bettis, Board Chair Clem Lear, Rick Lindsey, Board Vice Chair Ron Mathai, and Joe Philipp
- members of the Board; and Carol Boyer, Maura Gast and Mike Zumbaugh – ICVB staff.
Committee Chair Debbi Haacke called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. and thanked Committee Vice
Chair Karen Cooperstein, ICVB Executive Director Maura Gast, and Board member Joe Philipp for their
support in her role as Committee Chair.
Gast gave an overview of the Strategic Planning process and the DestinationNEXT futures study. She
added that the survey adds tools to the study and reveals things to build on for the future. She reported
on key trends, noting that people are looking for personalized, unique and authentic experiences with less
sales and more strategic partnership. The survey will focus on the strengths of the destination, community
support and engagement variables. Gast reviewed the survey scheduling and further reviewed the
Strategic Planning Retreat agenda. Haacke requested Board members attend 2-3 local events in the next
few months to promote survey participation. It was decided a sign-up sheet for Board members to attend
select groups and events will be distributed at the next Board meeting. Haacke suggested contacting
BOMA (Business Operations Management Association) as well. The Las Colinas Association was also
suggested to reach out to commercial and residential participants. North Lake College and senior centers
were also suggested. Cooperstein suggested including more South Irving events to encourage that area’s
participation. Gast agreed to revamp the language in the “talking points” to fit a more general audience.
Gast added diversity in responses will add more pinpointed and specific results.
Haacke reviewed the Board appointment process and discussion was held on how the ICVB Board can be
more active in recruiting applicants. Board member Joe Philipp stated the ICVB Board should manage the
pipeline of candidates and recruit good people with knowledge, experience and the capability to complete
the assignment, as well as be able to communicate with City Council members and the Mayor on items
deemed important to the Board. It was suggested the Board Chair send a letter to the City outlining the
qualities and experience needed, noting any strategic issues the Board is addressing and the qualities that
are needed on the Board. Philipp added City Council needs and wants the Board input, but it takes the
Board reaching out to them, both formally and on a one-to-one basis. Cooperstein added the application
form should outline the candidate’s expertise areas. Gast noted the form does ask for qualifications to
serve and work experience. Board member Bob Bettis suggested revisiting former Board members as
candidates. Philipp suggested reviewing the application form and letter at the Strategic Planning Retreat
and discuss the type of Board member that is needed. He commented the Board needs members who
will not only attend Board meetings, but participate in Committee meetings, events, functions and other
activities. Haacke mentioned tracking Committee meeting attendance of Board members. Gast agreed
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to submit Committee meeting attendance to the City Secretary’s Office when reporting the Board
attendance roster each year.
Gast noted the Board restaurant seat is currently vacant and the Greater Dallas Restaurant Association
has indicated they will be sending a letter to the Mayor and City Council to request an opportunity to
recommend a member for the seat – similar to how the Hotel Association of North Texas/Irving-Las
Colinas Hotel Association is involved in recommendations for the hotel seats. The current Ordinance does
not have language to that effect, but can recommend language for the position. Further discussion was
held on formalizing the Irving DART liaison and Arts Board Chair and Executive Director representatives as
Ex-Officio Board members. It was agreed to add the Arts Board Chair, Executive Director and the DART
representative as non-voting positions on the Board. It was agreed to recommend revising the Ordinance
with these changes and make a recommendation to the full Board for approval.
Gast reviewed the latest Board representation changes: Hammond Perot has succeeded Rick Bidne with
The Las Colinas Association; John Haigler has succeeded Mark Cronenwett as TIF Board Chair; and the
University of Dallas has indicated they will recommend Karen Rilley to succeed Bob Galecke. UD President
Tom Keefe will send letter to the Mayor and City Council requesting that change; the City Council can act
on that recommendation once the letter is received. New Board orientation will be held on April 5 at the
Irving Convention Center. All Board members are welcome to attend.
In reviewing the legislative updates, Gast reported short-term rentals passed the Senate, but did not pass
in the House. Several cities have enacted various ordinances of their own. Mayor Rick Stopfer has asked
City staff to benchmark ordinances in other cities. Staff is concerned about the enforcement of complaints
and penalties. Gast reported the ICVB is subscribing to AirDNA and uses AirBNB data, and provides
Average Daily Rate and Occupancy information monthly for short-term rentals in Irving. The monthly
report will be included in the Board packet each month. To date, Irving has 210 active rentals. It was
suggested to include Irving site locations on a map in the report. Gast noted staff will present
benchmarking report and get direction from City Council.
The Committee interim charge #1: Hotel Occupancy Taxes. The Senate Natural Resources and Economic
Development Committee will study and make recommendations regarding the collection and use of Hotel
Occupancy taxes and how to increase transparency in the imposition, rate and use of such taxes. Gast
noted the CVB will continue to watch what happens on this charge and report to the Committee.
Discussion took place regarding Irving’s hotel development ordinance and if the Senate Committee’s
interim charge could impact this. Philipp added the Mayor is looking for input from the industry regarding
how hotel development in Irving should proceed. Gast suggested meeting with City Council and its
Planning & Development Committee to explain the current Ordinance and give a history of how it came
about. Regardless of the Senate’s direction regarding the interim charge, it will remain critical that Irving
protect its use of and investments backed by hotel occupancy taxes and this issue will remain a key
priority. It was noted that the hotel development ordinance would be discussed by the Board’s
Destination Development committee at its upcoming meeting.
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The October 13, 2017 minutes were unanimously approved on a motion from Cooperstein and a second
from Board member Rick Lindsey.
It was noted the next Committee meeting will be held on June 5, 2018 and the results of the in-depth
governance review will be on the agenda.
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned by Haacke at 10:49 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Maura Allen Gast, FCDME
Executive Director

